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Beechboro Primary School
20 King Road, BEECHBORO W.A. 6063
Phone: 9392 5300
Beechboro Primary School is at the heart of the suburb of Beechboro and is a community
school which oﬀers a positive learning environment to its parents and teachers.

The purpose of Beechboro Primary School is to ensure that our
students develop the understandings, skills and attitudes relevant to
individual needs, thereby enabling them to fulfil their potential and
contribute to the development of our society.

Beechboro Primary School, situated in King Road, caters for children from Kindergarten to Year
Six. We follow the curriculum as prescribed by the Western Australian Education Department.

Beechboro oﬀers:
1.

A modern, well resourced and safe learning environment in the quiet
surroundings of open recreational parkland.

2.

Professional and experienced teaching staﬀ.

3.

A record of high academic achievement.

4.

Western Australian Curriculum based learning and teaching programmes.

5.

Innovative pastoral care programmes and a friendly calm school atmosphere.

6.

A clear, firm and fully endorsed Social Skills Policy and neat attractive uniforms.

7.

A developed music programme, specialising in choir presentations and awardwinning performances.

8.

Specialist instruction in Physical Education, Music, Visual Arts and English.

9.

Opportunities for academic extension and problem solving.

10. ICT education opportunities for all students, with a well equipped Computer
Resource Room, state of the art UHD Pro-Wise interactive screens in every
classroom and access to iPads for each student.
11. Excellent library resources.
12. Language other than English Programme oﬀered in Mandarin (Yrs 3 and 4).
13. A very supportive, positive and welcoming Parents’ and Citizens’ Association.
14. Term planners, weekly newsletters, website and smart phone application to keep
parents informed of all school priorities and events.
15. All indoor learning areas are air-conditioned for comfort and increased
productivity.

School Organisation
ENROLMENT PROCEDURES
The School Oﬀice opens two days before the children commence. The Administration Team and Oﬀice Staﬀ
are in attendance during normal school hours for payment of amenity fees, new enrolments and general
enquiries.
When children are enrolled in the school, admission cards are signed from which we take some information.
This information includes addresses and phone numbers in case of emergencies. It is necessary to ensure
that we are kept up to date with this information throughout your child’s time at school. If parents are
separated, we require evidence of legal custody.

PUPIL REQUIREMENTS
The Education Department will continue to supply pads, work books etc. Parents are asked to provide
essential items, such as pencils, pens, rulers and so on. Pupil requirement lists are issued to each class
towards the end of each school year.

SCHOOL FUNDS - AMENITY CONTRIBUTION
Whilst the Education Department provides the basic essentials, it is necessary to ask parents to contribute
towards an amenity fee. This contribution is vital to the school’s operation and it is important that these be
paid early in the school year so that the school can operate on a reliable budget.
The money obtained from these contributions is used for the children who attend this school. All children
benefit from the purchases made with these funds.
Fees are set at $30.00 per child. If you pay by the end of February the cost is only $25.00 per child.

MONEY COLLECTIONS
At times it will be necessary to ask parents for additional sums of money for such things as swimming pool
entrance, bus fares etc. Please ensure that money is placed in an envelope with your child’s room number,
reason or event for money being sent and amount enclosed. This envelope should then be handed to the
CLASSROOM TEACHER unless advised otherwise.

PARENT - TEACHER INTERVIEWS
This school recognises that both parents and teachers are partners in the education of our young children.
From time to time occasions arise where parents require opportunities to discuss matters with the teaching
staﬀ. We fully support and encourage this, however, we do require that interviews are arranged through the
oﬀice. We can then organise times which are convenient for both parent and teacher. This will avoid
disruptions to the learning programme and provide interviews free from distraction.

SMOKING ON SCHOOL PREMISES
Administrative Circular No. 214, “Smoking in the Workplace” November 1990.
“Accordingly as from January 29th, 1991, no smoking will be permitted within any Government School or
Ministry Building.”
M. Nadebaum
Chief Executive Oﬀice
November 3rd, 1990

As a consequence of this regulation, smoking on school grounds is not permitted. We thank all smokers in
anticipation of their cooperation.

SCHOOL TIMES
Oﬀicially, teachers are not required to be on school premises before 8:30am. Many do, however, arrive earlier
in order to prepare for the learning programme. Children who arrive prior to this time will not come under
supervision. For this reason we request that children do not arrive at school prior to 8:30am. We thank you in
anticipation of your cooperation.
School commences:
Morning Recess:
Lunch:
School closes:

8:45am
10:45-11:05am
12:05-12:50pm
3:00pm

ABSENCES
It is compulsory, by law, for children to attend school from the commencement of the year during which they
turn six years of age. Pupils who are away from school are to bring a note from their parents explaining the
absence. A medical certificate may be required to explain prolonged absences.

SAFETY
In the interest of children’s safety we ask parents to exercise extreme care and caution when parking around
the school. We ask parents who park their cars in Salween Place not to cross the pedestrian footpath and not
to perform U-turns in Salween but to continue in an anti-clockwise direction through the bypass road. A fine
will be imposed for any infringement.
PARKING, DROPPING OFF AND PICKING UP IN THE STAFF CAR PARK IS STRICTLY NOT PERMITTED.

SCHOOL GROUNDS - SECURITY
No person is permitted to enter school premises, including all buildings and surrounding play areas bound
by King Road, Salween Place, Pecos Place and Tigris Way after 5:00pm on weekdays, all weekends and the
duration of each holiday period. This area is patrolled by local Police and oﬀenders risk prosecution.

‘SCHOOL WATCH’ INFORMATION SHEET
Keeping a friendly eye on your local school out of hours can do a lot to prevent burglary and vandalism.
These crimes against educational premises cost hundreds and thousands of dollars each year, as well as
causing inconvenience and distress to many children, parents and teachers.
What to look out for:

• Any unsupervised, suspicious activity in the school grounds or buildings after hours, on weekends or
during school holiday periods.

• Strangers moving about - children as well as adults.
• Any strange vehicles in the area - commercial vehicles are often used as a cover by criminals.
• Obvious oﬀences being committed.
What to do:
1. Jot down as many details as possible:
Suspicious Persons
• Dress

Suspicious Vehicles
• Registration number

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Colour
• Make and model
• Noticeable features e.g. dented front left guard,

Probable nationality
Hair colour and style
Age
Height
Build
Complexion

radio aerials

• Number of occupants

Noticeable features, e.g. moustache, tattoos,
scars etc.

2. Ring Police Communications 131444

EXCURSIONS AND BIG WEEK OUT
Throughout the year classes may participate in a number of excursions to places of interest. Each class is
encouraged to have excursions that are relevant to current classroom programmes.
It has been usual practice to oﬀer Year 6 Graduating Students a week’s activities. Students earn the right to
attend these activities with their good standing within the school.
The wearing of school dress code will be linked to the privilege of attending a large range of activities. Please
refer to the school dress code for further information.

HOMEWORK
Children are often required to complete work at home. This may range from a few pages of a reading book in
the junior grades to set assignments or completion of work in the senior grades.

LOST PROPERTY
Parents, please make sure all belongings are LABELLED. If items are lost they are usually handed in as lost
property. Items not claimed within a certain period are handed over to charity.

LOST LIBRARY/READING BOOKS
A great deal of money has been spent to equip us with reading and library books. The cost of these items is
ever-increasing and replacement of such resources is essential. We therefore must insist that the cost of
replacing books and other resources lost or damaged by children be borne by the parents.

GAMES AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Children should not bring electronic games and devices or other toys to school unless required for specific
classroom activities. Teachers cannot accept responsibility for loss or damage of these items.

P&C MEETINGS
The P&C is an important body which can take a leading role in the life and organisation of the school. Parents
should not see the P&C merely as a fundraising body but also as a forum for discussing education, school
policy, school development, school activities and community development.
It is important that we have as many parents as possible attending meetings so that your opinion on various
matters can be heard and discussed.
This group of parents meets every month. Dates will be set each term and parents notified via the term
planner and newsletter.

NEWSLETTERS, TERM PLANNERS & BEECHBORO APP
Newsletters are issued WEEKLY. These are an important means of communication between schools and
parents. Please check with your eldest child on a weekly basis to make sure that newsletters are brought
home for you to read. Term planners are issued each term to notify parents of coming events.
To keep up to date with all events, download the Skoolbag application through your device’s app store.

SCHOOL ASSEMBLIES
These are held fortnightly throughout the year and take place on Friday in the covered assembly area.
Classes take turns to host the assemblies. Parents will be notified of the assembly timetable via the
newsletter, term planner and school app.

FACTIONS
All children are placed in a faction - Dingoes (Yellow), Emus (Red), Kangaroos (Green) and Koalas (Blue). We
endeavour to place all children in one family in the same faction.

PUPIL - SICKNESS AND ACCIDENTS
Should a child become ill or involved in an accident, parents will be contacted immediately. Parents should
ensure that the school has a current emergency telephone contact number. SICK CHILDREN SHOULD NOT BE
SENT TO SCHOOL.

HEALTH AND GUIDANCE SERVICES
The school Nurse, the Guidance Oﬀicer and Social Worker pay regular visits to the school to deal with health
issues. Your child will receive health checks during primary school years.
Children with learning diﬀiculties and other issues which aﬀect learning may, with parent approval, be
addressed by the Guidance Oﬀicer. Full details of any remedial action will be advised to parents.

DENTAL THERAPY CENTRE
This service is located in the school grounds. Its purpose is to provide a continuous preventative dental
service for each child enrolled in this school. Should you have any queries or wish to make an appointment,
please phone the Dental Therapy Centre on 9377 5344.

WEARING OF HATS
In accordance with our school policy, which recognises our duty of care to all children who attend our
school, the “no hat, no play” policy will be applied for the entire school year. Children who wear suitable
headwear (wide brimmed hat) will be allowed to play in the sun. Those children who do not wear suitable
headwear will be required to remain in the covered assembly area during the breaks. This policy is for the
benefit of our children’s health and comfort and we thank you in anticipation of your support and
cooperation.

CANTEEN
The canteen is operated by the P&C Committee and run by volunteer parents. Operating times and menus
are advised at the beginning of each term. These may alter from time to time. The newsletter and school
app. will keep you up to date.
ORDERING LUNCHES

1. Children should bring along their lunch order in an envelope clearly labelled with the child’s name, room
number and the money sealed inside.
2. The order is to be placed in the class order box before school commences.
3. Only cash purchases accepted.

CHILDREN LEAVING SCHOOL GROUNDS
Children are not allowed to leave the school site without permission from the school and parent. We must
know where children are at all times. Should a parent wish for a child to go home regularly at lunchtime, one
note will be suﬀicient to cover absences.

PHOTOGRAPHY
From time to time the opportunity arises for a picture of your children in action. Sometimes these
opportunities occur on site while many occur oﬀ site (carnivals, excursions etc). We ask you to be respectful
of the education programme and others around. We ask that no photos or video taken of other parties is
uploaded to social media sites.
Please note, there is absolutely no photographic equipment permitted in toilets and change rooms.
SOME HINTS FOR TAKING A PICTURE

• Do not take photos with other children in the frame.
• Ensure that all staﬀ members are not in the photo unless permission is granted.
• Do not upload photos to social media that include other parties without their express permission.
• Do not disturb the education programme and be quick about it.
• Respect the rules in regard to photography when on an excursion.

Visitors to the School Policy
Policy Statement
The principal has primary responsibility for the day-to-day management and control of a school, including
all persons on school premises, and is to provide for the safety and welfare of students and staﬀ on school
premises.

Guidelines
•

Apart from parents/carers delivering students to school prior to the start of the school day or collecting
students at the end of the school day, all visitors are required to report to the front oﬀice of the
administration block before proceeding to other parts of the school.

•

The principal must confirm that all Department employees, volunteers, visitors and external providers in
child-related work have applied for or hold a valid Working with Children Check.

•

Visitors not involved in child-related work (such as contractors) must visit the front oﬀice and receive and
identification label unless the principal determine that it is not required.

•

All visitors except contracted workers (electrician, lawn mowing contractor etc) with easily identifiable
badges or clothing logos are expected to sign in and out at the front oﬀice on arrival and at departure
from the school.

•

Visitors are given identification labels to wear/show they have authorised business on school grounds
unless they are wearing a clear identification badge of their own.

•

Any person who comes to the school to work with individual or groups of students or participate on
excursions is required to have a Working With Children Card. Departmental employees will automatically
be considered to have one.

•

Dogs are not permitted on the school grounds, even if on a leash, due to health, safety and cultural
concerns. There are children as well as adults who attend our school have anxieties and fears with regard
to dogs. Where animals are to be used as part of an educational incursion the permission of the principal
must first be sought. As a matter of courtesy and foreknowledge, dogs used to support those with
disabilities may be granted permission upon application to the Principal.

•

Please report to admin anyone who does not comply with these guidelines.

•

The principal may request unauthorised people or people disrupting the good order of the school to
leave the school premises.

More information available on the Department’s website: Visitors and Intruders on Public School Premises

Dress Code
Rationale
The School Board has decided on a dress code for all students attending school believing it will:
- foster and enhance the public image of the school

- assist in building school and team spirit
- ensure students are appropriately dressed for attending specific school activities
- encourage equality among students

Purpose
This policy provides guidelines for the implementation of Department of Education policy. Further, it
provides enrolling parents with clear school expectations. It sets out the requirements for clean and
appropriate dress, giving school expectations of personal presentation for students whilst at school and
when representing the school out-of-hours. It sets out the agreed measures for dealing with students not
following dress code and grounds for modification or exemption for individuals.

Guidelines
Enrolment assumes that the parent/caregiver and student agree to the school’s dress code. Exemption/
modification to the code for individuals will be considered for religious or health reasons. Parents need to
make an appointment with the Principal to gain agreement prior to carrying out the modification/
exemption.
Students should ensure that they take appropriate precautions for protection against the sun at all times of
the school year.
Students are expected to adhere to the school’s dress code unless provided with an exemption.

Dress Code Requirements
SUMMER UNIFORM

WINTER UNIFORM

SPORTS UNIFORM

Yellow Shirt
Year 6 Graduation Shirt

As for summer
Green Jumper/Jacket

Faction Shirt (optional)
Wide brimmed hat.

Green Shorts
Green Skort

Green Track Pants

Green Wide Brimmed Hat
MISCELLANEOUS

GENERAL

Backpack
Library Bag

No black clothing.
Hair tied back where and when appropriate.

Reading/Homework bag
Art shirt

Sleeper or study only for piercing, removed for contact sport.
Rain jackets to be removed in class.
All uniforms and footwear to be clean and suitable for school
activities.

NON COMPLIANCE

The following approach will be used for students not following the dress code:
• Discussion with their teacher and/or admin
• Parents will be contacted to gain support and give assistance where necessary.
CONCLUSION

This policy should be read in conjunction with the school’s behaviour and sun smart policies and is the
responsibility of all staﬀ, parents and students to follow its direction. It is important that everyone feels a part
of the Beechboro Primary School team.

The Myth of the “Straight” Class
• Let’s dispel this myth from the outset. There is no such thing as a ‘straight’ class. Who
could possibly assume that all children in any class have the very same knowledge, skills,
attitudes, understandings and abilities.

• Every child is an individual. No two reports are the same. Our teachers teach children. Our
teachers do not teach year levels.

• All classes include children of varying knowledge, skills, attitudes, understandings and
abilities. Generally, there is no greater range of student ability, knowledge or skill level in
composite classes than there is in ‘straight’ classes.

• Teachers are qualified and trained to structure learning for children of diﬀering academic
levels, including composite classes. In fact, they have 4 year university degrees in
education as well as many years of teaching experience.

• Research findings show that there are no detrimental eﬀects from participating in
composite classes. Findings actually reveal that there are many benefits. One of the
benefits is that they socialise with children of their own age and those of another age level.

• Each child in this school is presented with a learning programme based on what stage they
are at in their learning. It makes no diﬀerence whether they are in a composite class or a so
called ‘straight’ class.

• Teachers cope with a wide range of abilities within every classroom and they do this by
teaching children individually or in a variety of group settings.

• Because every teacher focuses on each child as an individual the issue of whether they are
taught in a composite or ‘straight’ class is irrelevant.

• Parents may approach their child’s teacher at a mutually convenient time to discuss
relevant issues.

• Children are placed in classes after considerable deliberation and discussion. Parent

requests will always be considered but there are important factors which must be taken
into account and ay well take precedence.

• No one knows better than the current teacher the best placement for the child based on 40
weeks of working with them in the classroom. Trust their judgement.

• Class allocation is based upon the criteria on the next page which has evolved over many
years and proven to maximise student learning.

Thank you for taking the time and eﬀort to read this response. If there are aspects which are still
unclear to you please arrange an interview with your child’s teacher through the School Oﬀice

Class Composition Criteria
Factors which are considered when placing students in classes

Are the classes

• Chronologically balanced?
Consider maturity and readiness levels as well.

• Gender balanced?
Equitable sharing of male and female students.

• Socially compatible?
Fair placement of students with socio-emotional issues and those who are
behaviourally challenged and/or possess Individual Behaviour Management Plan.

• Academically balanced?
Use NAPLAN, On Entry Assessment data. Ensure high performing students are placed in
more intellectually challenging composite class. Equitable sharing of students with
Individual Education Plan.

• SAER balanced
Students At Educational Risk.

• TAGS balanced?
Talented And Gifted Students.

• Numerically appropriate/balanced?
In accordance with Staﬀing Formula.

• EAL/D balanced?
Fair distribution of English as an Additional Language / Dialect students.

• Students with Disabilities balanced?
Fair distribution across classes

Other considerations
• Precious placement history considered.
• Parental preferences considered.
• Written parental requests need to be provided by Friday of Week 5, Term 4

IT and Internet Use Agreement
When using the electronic devices and Internet network at Beechboro Primary School:

I will not
• Give my password out to others.
• Let other people log-on to my account.
• Give out my last name, phone number, address, photographs or other details about myself or others.
• Interfere with other people’s work, folders or documents, which may result in it being changed,
vandalised, lost or deleted.

• Use the school electronic devices to be mean, rude or unkind about other people.
• Be a bully or a bystander online.

I will
• Hand my mobile phone to the teacher at the beginning of the school day.
• Use the school electronic devices only with the permission of a teacher.
• Only access Internet tools that my teacher has approved.
• Follow all instructions from teachers when using school electronic devices.
• Tell the teacher if I think someone is using my log-on account.
• Tell the teacher straight away if I see any information on the computer that is not acceptable for a primary
school environment.

•
•
•
•
•

Tell the teacher or my parents if I see or hear anything online that makes me feel uncomfortable.
Only browse or search appropriate websites.
Only use material from Internet sites or other sources if I have permission to do so.
Say where work or pictures I download from the internet comes from – referencing.
Take care when using the computer equipment and I will not change any computer settings (including
changing wallpapers, themes and screensavers).

• I will make sure that any comments that I post or any work that I wish to have published is respectful,
carefully written and well presented.

Good Standing Policy
At Beechboro Primary School we expect our students to set an example for all students to follow. There are many extra-curricula activities planned throughout a
school year. It is an earned privilege to attend/participate in these activities, NOT an entitlement. Trust and respect are integral qualities which must be consistently
demonstrated. In order to be eligible(GOOD STANDING) for activities such as carnivals, The Big Week Out, excursions, incursions, Faction Captains, Student Council,
interschool sport and performances we ask that you demonstrate the following behaviours and standards.

ATTENDANCE
• Students will attend school regularly achieving a 90% attendance rate. Sickness and travel where parents have
notified the school ahead of time (travel) and following a sickness (give a reason for absence) will not aﬀect student
attendance.
• Students will arrive at school on time and ready for the school day. Students will enter the classroom at 8.30am and
not loiter outside. After the second siren (recess and lunch) students are expected to be lined up ready to enter class
and not loiter outside.

BEHAVIOUR
• Students will adhere to the Behaviour Management Policy at all times. Failure to do so will result in Name on Board,
3 Warnings, a Pink Slip and Detention.
• Students will listen to and show respect for all school staﬀ and relief staﬀ and strive to do their best.
• Students will understand that learning takes PRIORITY over all other responsibilities (Faction Captain, Student
Council and other duties).
• Students will listen to and respect each other.
• Students will not engage in bullying or antisocial behaviours of any form (including cyber bullying).

STANDARDS
• Students will abide by the school dress code.
• Students will participate in all school activities to the best of their ability.
• Students will adhere to the Behaviour Policy.

GOOD STANDING
• Is a status that all students are granted at the start of each term.
• Students will sign a ‘Class Contract’ (see end of document)
• Only students with GOOD STANDING will be eligible to participate in extra-curricula activities.
• It is the responsibility of each student to maintain their GOOD STANDING.
• Students who lose their GOOD STANDING will not participate in extra-curricula activities unless they complete
‘Student Initiated Restorative Justice’.

LOSING GOOD STANDING
• Students whose attendance is below 85% will lose GOOD STANDING for the rest of the term.
• Students will understand that three pink slips will result in losing “GOOD STANDING” for the rest of the term.
• Students who do not comply to the dress policy five times in a term will lose GOOD STANDING for the rest of the
term.

STUDENT INITIATED RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
A student who loses GOOD STANDING can restore that standing by:
1.

Sincerely apologising in writing to any person involved in the three pink slips.

2.

Improving attendance to 85% before the end of the term.

3.

Wearing school uniform every day for two weeks.

4.

Demonstrating excellent manners and respect for ALL of the Beechboro Primary School community (Staﬀ,
Students, visitors and parents).

Homework Policy
Homework definition
Homework is an instructional technique that provides students with opportunities to deepen and practise
their understanding and skills, relative to content that has been presented to them.
Homework is purposeful learning that occurs outside of the classroom which is set by the classroom teacher.
Homework benefits students by complementing classroom learning and providing opportunities for
students to be responsible for their own learning.
Homework provides an extension to our diﬀerentiated curriculum by oﬀering students tailored tasks that
either enrich or support their learning.

Aims
To ensure that homework serves the diverse needs of students whilst ensuring that the educational needs of
these students are met.

Years P to 2
HOMEWORK WILL CONSIST OF:

• reading of texts/activities to, with, and by, parents
HOMEWORK MAY CONSIST OF:

• simple reinforcement tasks associated with classroom activities
• gathering of additional information or materials
• unfinished classroom activities as homework tasks
• reading of High Frequency words
• spelling of High Frequency words and individual words
Homework will generally not exceed a maximum of 15 minutes per day and will not be set on weekends or during vacation
periods. Reading should comprise at least 10 minutes of the homework time allocation.
Where clarification is needed please discuss these guidelines with your child’s classroom teacher.

Years 3 and 4
HOMEWORK WILL CONSIST OF:

• reading of texts/activities to, with and by parents
• independent reading

HOMEWORK MAY CONSIST OF:

• simple reinforcement tasks associated with classroom activities
• gathering of additional information or materials
• unfinished classroom activities as homework tasks
• spelling of High Frequency words and individual words
Homework will generally not exceed a maximum of 15-20 minutes per day and will not be set on weekends or during vacation
periods. Reading should comprise at least 10 minutes of the homework time allocation.
Where clarification is needed please discuss these guidelines with your child’s classroom teacher.

.

Years 5 and 6
HOMEWORK WILL CONSIST OF:

• independent reading on a daily basis

HOMEWORK MAY CONSIST OF:

• reinforcement tasks associated with classroom activities
• tasks such as continuation of classroom work, projects, assignments, and research
• unfinished classroom activities as homework tasks
• spelling of High Frequency words and individual words
Homework will generally not exceed a maximum of 30 minutes per day and will not be set on weekends or during vacation
periods. Reading should comprise most of the homework time allocation.
Where clarification is needed please discuss these guidelines with your child’s classroom teacher.

Types of Homework
Practice exercises – providing students with the opportunities to apply new knowledge, or to review, revise
and reinforce newly acquired skills – such as:
• completing consolidation exercises for mathematics – memorisation of tables multiplication facts
• practising spelling words
• reading for pleasure
• writing tasks/essays
• practising and playing musical instruments
• practising physical education skills
• preparing for assignments/projects

Parental Responsibility
Parents can help children by:
• encouraging regular nightly reading
• providing a place for their child to do their homework, allowing time to do it and providing
appropriate resources
• encouraging a regular daily session to examine and complete homework, helping to balance the
amount of time spent between homework and recreational activities
• establishing a consistent schedule for completing homework
• understanding their child’s homework expectations
• discussing homework tasks with their child. Ask questions about their child’s understanding of the
task
• communicating to the teacher if homework tasks are too diﬀicult for their child
• monitoring the time taken to complete the homework tasks and giving feedback to the teacher as
to whether the amount of homework can be completed in the designated time
• signing the Homework Record Sheet as requested by the teacher [nightly or weekly]
• encouraging participation in family activities such as board games
• discussing the texts that have been read by the child.
Students who do not complete set homework tasks will be followed up by the class teacher. Depending on the circumstances,
parents may need to be contacted.

Beechboro Primary School Song
At Beechboro Primary
We’re learning all together
The skills that we need
To help us one and all,
We’re sharing and caring,
And helping one another
It’s your school, it’s our school,
We really can stand tall

Beechboro, Beechboro,
All of us at Beechboro,
Work hard and play fair
In our green and gold,
We’ll always treat you warmly,
A friendly smile we love to show,
At Beechboro Primary,
You’re welcome in our school

Music - Queensland Version of Waltzing Maltida
Written by Mrs. Robyn Bycroft and Mr. Rob Stewart

National Anthem
Advance Australia Fair
Australians all let us rejoice
For we are young and free
We've golden soil and wealth for toil
Our home is girt by sea
Our land abounds in nature's gifts
Of beauty rich and rare
In history's page, let every stage
Advance Australia Fair
In joyful strains then let us sing
Advance Australia Fair
Beneath our radiant Southern Cross
We'll toil with hearts and hands
To make this Commonwealth of ours
renowned of all the lands
For those who've come across the seas
We've boundless plains to share
With courage let us all combine
To Advance Australia Fair
In joyful strains then let us sing
Advance Australia Fair

